Orienteering Australia Conference
Marathon Room, Sports Visitor Centre
Australian Institute of Sport, Canberra
1-2 December 2018
MINUTES
Attendees:

Blair Trewin - OA President (Chair)
Prue Dobbin - Secretary (Minutes)
Bruce Bowen - Director (Finance)
Jenny Casanova - Director (Technical)
Mike Dowling - Director (International, IOF Council)
Craig Feuerherdt – Director (Media and Communications)
Bill Jones - Director
Paul Prudhoe (OA Executive Officer)
Jim Russell – Head Coach
Jim Mackay – OA Manager, Coaching & Officiating Accreditation and
National Sporting Schools Coordinator
Simon Uppill – Athlete rep
Kay Haarsma – MTBO rep
Bernard Walker – OTAS
Erica Diment – OSA
Robert Spry – ONSW
Greg Barbour - ONSW
Andrew Lumsden – (ONSW observer)
Geoff Wood – OACT
Phil Walker – OACT (Saturday only)
Carl Dalheim – OVIC
Rob Fell – OVIC
Tim McIntyre – OQLD
Liz Bourne – OQLD
Richard Matthews – OWA
Val Barker – Australian Schools Championships Coordinator (Sunday only)
Stephen Goggs – Oceania Event Director (Sunday only)

Notes:


The minutes need to be read in conjunction with the relevant papers
loaded on the OA website:
http://orienteering.asn.au/index.php/hidden/annual-conference-2018/



The minutes are written in the order of the agenda, rather than in the
order of proceedings.
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1.

OPENING

The OA President welcomed conference participants.
For formal motions - each state had 2 votes and the Athlete Rep and MTBO representative one vote
each. Members of the OA Board had no voting rights.
The President identified improved participation as a highlight for 2018, in particular:



Improved attendance at national carnivals
Improved overall participation in the sport, noting this was OA’s top objective for 2018.

2.

MINUTES

2.1

Appointment of verifiers for these minutes

Appointed:

2.2

Jenny Casanova and Tim McIntyre

Minutes of 2017 Conference

The Minutes OA Conference 2017_final_approved were approved at the 2018 OA AGM, and were
provided to conference participants for reference.

2.3

Minutes of 2018 AGM

The Minutes OA AGM 2018 (draft v 0.2) were circulated prior to the meeting.
Motion:

2.4

The Conference accepts the minutes of the 2018 AGM.
Greg Barbour/Bill Jones
Carried

Matters arising from minutes of 2018 AGM (and not covered elsewhere)

Nil items identified.

3.

GOVERNANCE

3.1

Governance and administration

The OA President noted in mid-2018:



The National Sports Plan was released. Its focus is on sports participation as a means to deliver
community health outcomes. There is decreased emphasis on high performance.
ASC was rebranded as Sport Australia. This coincided with a major internal reorganisation,
which resulted in limited recent engagement between OA and Sport Australia.

OA has limited information about Sport Australia’s intentions in the governance area. The OA
President and Executive Officer will provide further information following a workshop on 3rd
December 2018 and a subsequent NSO conference on Dec 13th.
The National Sport Plan and Sport Australia Annual Report 2017-2018 are provided for information on
the Conference website.
Action: OA President and Executive Officer to provide state associations with information about
Sport Australia’s intent for NSO governance following an SA workshop and conference later in
December.
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3.2

Sport Australia Presentation

A Sport Australia representative was not available to speak at the Conference.

3.3

OA/Sport Australia Sport Investment Agreement

This document has been placed on the Conference website for information.
The Executive Officer presented the OA/Sport Australia KPIs:




OA needs to report on these to Sport Australia, or run the risk of being downgraded with the
potential of future reduced funding.
Over the past 10 years, OA has received Sport Australia funding of around $1million.
OA has both external KPIs (from Sport Australia) and internal KPIs.

Action: Executive Officer to notify state associations of the Sport Australia KPI reporting needs.

3.4

Member Protection and National Redress Scheme

The President noted:







This item followed on from the 2017 OA Conference.
The Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse has reported but
this has not yet resulted in any legislative change.
Sport Australia has provided a Member Protection template, but there have not been any
changes to this as yet as a result of the Royal Commission.
At the 2018 AGM, each State association was asked to:
o Identify people at risk and ensure they are not placed where there is opportunity for
offending
o Ensure young people have an avenue to address any concerns
o Ensure there is a reporting process.
OV is leading the process nationally for orienteering, and is currently condensing their
document.

Action: State Associations to update their website links for the OA National Member Protection
Policy.

3.5

National Redress Scheme information

The President noted:







The OA Board is currently considering joining the National Redress Scheme.
The National Redress Scheme is intended as a route for victims to obtain a compensation
outcome without having to go through an expensive legal process (and with a lower burden
of proof), but with a $150,000 cap on compensation. The scheme only applies to victims under
the age of 18 at the time of the event concerned.
Although victim can still sue through the normal courts, going through the redress scheme
waives this right.
Joining the redress scheme potentially limits an organisation’s liability should a victim choose
to go through that route rather than suing. However, by joining the redress scheme, an
organisation commits to making any payments required under the scheme.
OA understands there is no upfront monetary cost to joining the scheme unless/until a
successful claim is made, but the process of joining is likely to involve a substantial
commitment of volunteer and/or staff time.

Further information on the National Redress Scheme is available on the Conference website.
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Action: State Associations to notify OA of any known cases where victims may potentially seek
compensation or redress.

4.

FINANCE

The Treasurer presented the Finance Report. Three documents are loaded on the Conference
website:




4.1

Finance report
Profit and Loss statement 2018
Budget for 2019 and forward estimates for 2019-2022.

Profit and Loss statement 2018

The Profit and Loss statement was generated on 15 November. Note further transactions will occur
over the next 1.5 months before the end of the OA financial year (i.e. 31 Dec 2018).

4.2

Budget for 2019 and forward estimates for 2019-2022







The draft budget projection covers from 2019 to 2022:
o It includes revenue and expenditure estimates to the end of 2018 and key operational
budget items.
o It does not include the magazine, uniform sales, Whiteside bequest and Australian
Sports Foundation funds, which are included in the Profit and Loss statement.
o It reports net costs for items such as WOC and JWOC.
The draft budget spreadsheet estimates that there is likely to be a surplus in 2018 of around
$13K as a result of under spends across a range of budget items. This surplus has been largely
carried forward to 2019 to help fund a proposed upgrade to the OA website.
Other developments for 2019 reflected in the draft budget include:
o an expanded role for an admin assistant in the national office
o a further refinement of high performance expenditure
o small changes in the funding allocation for schools and juniors
o a reduced dependency on ASC funding to meet (currently relatively small) a
proportion of OA operational costs.
Uncertainties with the budget are:
o Sport Australia participation funding throughout 2019
o The cost of the Head Coach position
o The cost of an OA office in Sydney
o The cost of paid administration people in 2019.

Issues raised by Conference participants:





Alignment of the budget with the directions of the new strategic plan. Delegates were advised
this would occur, if required, after the approval of the strategic plan (which was to be sought
at the 2019 AGM at Easter).
The need to include funding for changes to Eventor (refer Item 13.5)
Changes to event levies
Significant expenses for major events from 2020 onwards.

Conference delegates were advised they would be asked to approve the draft 2019 budget at the end
of the Conference, after taking into any financial decisions made during the Conference. One change
was made during the Conference ($3K for the Eventor Working Group – refer Item 13.5).
Motion: The Conference approves the 2019 budget, subject to the addition of $3K for the Eventor
Working Group. Erica Diment / Bernard Walker
Carried
4

4.3

Review of State Registration Fee model

Refer to paper on the Conference website for full information.
The State Registration Fee (SRF) is an annual set fee split between each state association based on the
average membership of each state association over the previous three years with:
•

•
•

Full members of an orienteering club in a state and any ‘state association only’ members count
as one membership each. This covers individual memberships (senior, junior and any other
categories), family memberships and associate groups (such as a school group where a
membership by the school is treated as one).
Remote associates and registered officials count as 1/3 of a membership each.
Casual members are not included.

Issues:
•
•
•

Victoria does not offer family memberships anymore, so compared to similar sized States with
family memberships, Victoria now bears a greater relative share of the SRF.
ACT recently considered changing its membership categories and fees and one factor taken
into account was whether or not its share of the SRF would change if it simplified its
membership structure as a way to increase members.
The SRF was last reviewed in 2014 as part of a much wider Orienteering Australia cost
allocation review. Some changes to the SRF were agreed at the 2015 OA Conference.

Action: OA to formally review the SRF and bring recommendations to the 2019 AGM for
consideration. If approved, these recommendations would be implemented from 2020.

4.4

Australian Sports Foundation

Key points:
•
•
•

5.

State associations were reminded that ASF donations remain a good source of funding.
WOC representatives are expected to fund raise $500 each.
At the 2017 OA Conference, it was proposed that donations from events on World
Orienteering Day to could go to national teams. This was successful.

INTERNATIONAL

Refer to Conference website for full paper and IOF Strategic Directions.

5.1

IOF Council and International Relations

Australia has continued to make a significant contribution to the activities of the International
Orienteering Federation (IOF) through representation on Council, Commissions and in the conduct of
IOF sanctioned activities.
As the OA delegate, Michael Dowling has attended all five IOF meetings held in 2018, and was reelected as one of the three IOF Vice Presidents at the 2018 IOF General Assembly in Prague, Czech
Republic in October.
OA was unable to find a representative to attend the General Assembly meeting (other than Michael).
Outcomes from the meeting included:



A change to the Junior World Championships program to include a sprint relay in the program
instead of the Middle Distance qualification.
To not allow nominations for Council or Commissions from Federations declared noncompliant with the WADA anti- doping code.
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An IOF Policy on Sexual Harassment and Abuse that allows the IOF Ethics panel to have a
formal basis to rule on possible violations.
A unanimous resolution to:
o Uphold the orienteering values of inclusiveness and ethical behaviour by encouraging
IOF members to show respect for individual differences and preferences.
o Abide by the IOF Policy on the Prevention of Sexual Harassment and Abuse and
educate our own members about the same.
o Adhere to the IOF Code of Ethics and embrace the good governance of our sport.

Blair Trewin (VIC) continues as a member of Foot Commission, Adrian Uppill (SA) as a member of the
Map Commission and Barry McCrae (VIC) as a member of the Rules Commission.

5.2

IOF Strategic Directions and implications for Australia

At the General Assembly, the IOF adopted new Strategic Directions of the period 2018- 2022. This
establishes the framework for IOF work in this period and is a substantial change from previous
strategic directions in format.
VISION: Orienteering is the most attractive adventure-based sport for all ages
MISSION: Promote the global growth of orienteering and develop competitive and recreational
orienteering
MAIN GOAL: To increase the attractiveness of orienteering:



to participants, and
to external partners

so as to be included in the Olympic and Paralympic Games. These are underpinned by three values:
ethical, sustainable and inclusive.
The Activity Plan for the next two year period of IOF work was endorsed by member federations and
is broadly structured into four areas related to the main goal and ambition. These are:





6.

Increase attractiveness to participants (member federations, current and new participants)
Increase attractiveness to external partners
To be included in the Olympic and Paralympic games
Governance.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Background documents on the draft strategic plan are loaded on the Conference website.



At Easter, an overview plan (the ‘one pager’) was put forward to the AGM, and received
general support.
Since Easter, OA Board members have developed a more detailed plan for each of the five
‘pillars’ of the overview plan. These comprise a more detailed explanation of the ‘pillar’, and
a range of activities for an OA action plan. These incorporate the outcomes of discussions
during the year with State Associations, as well as key priorities of the National Sports Plan
(which aligns well with the draft OA document) and IOF Strategic Directions.

Conference participants were divided into groups (one group for each ‘branch’ of the plan, to review
the branch). Groups presented on their work and there was general agreement the Board needed to
undertake further work on the plan prior to it being considered ready for endorsement at the 2019
AGM.
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Actions:



7.

The Board to take the proceedings from the Conference and develop a further draft of the
strategic plan, in particular distinguishing the actions of OA and the state associations.
OA to distribute a further draft strategic plan to state associations prior to the Easter AGM.

OUTCOMES FROM CONSULTATIONS WITH STATES

During 2018, OA has met with state associations. Many constructive ideas came from these meetings,
the most common area where state associations felt OA had an important role to play was in
facilitating communication between states and the sharing of ideas about good practice.

7.1

Revitalising OA Committees

A key current mechanism for OA to share information with state associations is through the committee
structure. A 2008 document on the committee structure is posted on the conference website.
OA currently has two forms of committee:



Standing Committees, required by the OA Constitution and with an elected chair and a
representative from each state. There are around 8 of these: some remain active, others meet
at Easter but have little activity otherwise, and others are defunct.
Select Committees, established by the Board for a specific purpose. The Board may delegate
powers to these committees as required.

The conference agreed the most important factor in the functioning of a committee is the
appointment of a chair willing to drive activity, and informed state representative who are willing to
engage with that committee on a regular basis. Committees should operate all year round.
There was considerable discussion regarding whether the committee structure needed to better align
with the draft OA strategic directions, and whether several committees could combine to form a single
committee, but with a broader charter. The key questions were:




Identification of the subject areas most suited to communication through the committee
structure
Whether these subject areas area adequately covered by current committees
The best committee structure to cover any identified gaps.

The committee structure was not resolved at this meeting and will be revisited after the OA strategic
plan is endorsed.
The Conference generally agreed OA Operations Manual Section 1.4 - Duties of Officers and
Committees needed revision.
The President also noted the Board will distribute the outcomes from each Board meeting to state
associations as a means to improve national-state communications.

8.

SCHOOLS

8.1

Australian Schools Championships

OA Schools Coordinator
Valerie Barker has been appointed by the Board to fill the position of OA Schools Coordinator for the
next 12 months. A person will be required to fill the position on an ongoing basis after late 2019.
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Schools Committee
A Schools Committee has been constituted as a select committee of OA, to be chaired by the OA
Schools Coordinator. A major task of the committee over the next year is to transition various rules
(both technical rules, and matters such as codes of behaviour) from School Sport Australia to OA.
Action: All states are asked to nominate a member to the Schools Committee.
Action: In its policy on the Australian Schools Championships, OA to emphasise the need for each
team to preferably have one teacher in each squad.
Move away from Sporting Schools Australia
Valerie said she was pleased about the move away from School Sport Australia (SSA) and the
opportunities this opened. Overall, OA benefited through not having to pay levies to SSA, and was
now able to spend this money at their discretion.
WA was the only state affected by the move away from SSA, as it had benefited financially from SSA.
Motion:

OA continue to engage School Sport Australia regarding future support.
Richard Matthews/Kay Haarsma
Carried

Schools Committee recommendations
The Schools Committee presented the following recommendations: these were generally minor
changes, reflecting an overall consensus that the Australian Schools Championships had been very
successful in its primary goals of engaging and retaining young orienteers in the sport.
1. Invite a second NZ team to take part in the event, with the basis for the split between the two
NZ teams to be determined in discussions with Orienteering NZ (should they accept the
invitation).
The option is also open for Orienteering Australia to make invitations to other international
teams (for example, we may wish to invite New Caledonia to send a team in future years when
we are hosting the Oceania Championships, although there are no plans to do so in 2019).
2. Allow named team reserves (but not the broader public - see point 3) to be eligible for
individual awards, including Honour Team selection.
3. Run junior classes in "public" event on the Schools courses immediately after the Schools,
instead of in the afternoon with the broader public as at present.
It was felt that this would allow juniors who are not members of teams to feel more included
with their peers.
4. Retain existing team size, age class and state eligibility structure. (One influence on this
decision is that expanding total team size significantly would cause substantial logistical issues,
both for host states in finding suitable accommodation, and for the individual states in
arranging transport).
5. Teams to operate under the formal auspices of State Associations. (This would open the way
for an NT team if requested by TEO and endorsed by Orienteering SA).
Motion:

Recommendation 2 be amended to remove the concept of reserves. With a
maximum team size of 20 and a maximum of 6 per age group, all team members
are to be eligible for individual awards.
Tim McIntyre/Liz Bourne
Carried

Motion:

The Conference accept recommendations 1,3,4 and 5, plus amended
recommendation 2.
Erica Diment/Carl
Dalheim
Carried.

The meeting also agreed to put two options forward for future Australian Schools Championships
event format:
1. Retain the status quo (individual long, individual sprint, forest relay)
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2. Introduce a structure with two individual events (long and sprint), and either a forest or sprint
relay – either on a formal alternating basis, or at the discretion of that year’s host.
Motion:

The Conference accepts recommendation 2, with the inclusion of the sprint relay as
an option (in place of the forest relay), at the discretion of that year’s host.
Rob Spry/Bernard Walker
Carried

The Conference noted responsibilities for organising the Australian Schools Championships included
the responsibility to organise all activities during the carnival, including social activities.

8.2

Sporting Schools (national update)

Sporting Schools (SS) is a federal government initiative covering 33 sports. Orienteering is not part of
SS for secondary schools because it does not have a single national product.
For orienteering to be accepted into the secondary school program:



OA need to develop a national product and package structure for primary schools
State associations need to agree on a single national model and pricing structure for delivery
at primary schools.

The Conference noted:
•
•
•

Schools enter their own data about their involvement with Sporting Schools and only 80% of
this data is entered
There are insufficient level O coaches to expand the program.
More work is needed on how to create pathways from schools to inter-school competitions,
and club involvement and club competitions. Inter-school competitions conducted before
school, during school, and after school should all be considered.

Action: State Associations to collect their own data about participation in Sporting Schools, so that
the Executive Officer can collate this information nationally.
Motion:

8.3

The Conference supports the development of National product development and
pricing for orienteering in primary schools (and subsequently secondary schools).
Carl Dalheim/Rob Spry
Carried

Sporting Schools (ONSW experience)

Refer to paper on Conference website. Key points:
•
•
•



The cost of the ONSW Sporting Schools coordinator role is calculated from the total time spent
annually, divided by the average number of Sporting Schools programs delivered in a year
An admin fee of $330 is included in the program cost for every Sporting Schools program
delivered to recover cost, so there is no cost to ONSW members
ONSW Sporting Schools coaches are paid $80 per session on-site, which works out at about
$30 per hour including preparation
Mappers are paid a standard $250 for a primary school map, base map preparation is $40. A
standard high school mapper is paid $325, large school mapper $440
Programs delivered:
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Level 0 coaching workshops
•
•
•
•
•

ONSW partners with the NSW School Sports Unit to provide NESA-accredited workshops for
teachers
There are 10 school regions in NSW and there are 5 workshops a year, so all regions have a
workshop every 2 years
63 teachers were accredited in 2016, 61 in 2017, 51 in 2018
SSU workshops now evenly split between primary and high school teachers
8 workshops for members, scout leaders, teachers (non- NESA) as required in 2018

9.

Technical

9.1

OA Competition Rules update for 2019

Presented by the OA Director Technical.
Refer to paper on Conference website for update on the likely changes to OA Rules for 2019, which
are under discussion by the OA Technical Committee.

9.2

Report on Oceania 2019

Presented by Stephen Goggs, Oceania Event Director.
Refer to paper on Conference website for update from the Oceania Event Director on planning for
Oceania 2019.
Issue - The Conference discussed the need to avoid using a logo that implied a connection with the
Olympic Games.
The organisational schedule for Oceania is as follows:
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9.3

Review of major events program

Presented by the OA Director Technical. Proposed schedule of major foot orienteering events for
2021-2030 (schedule for 2011 – 2020 for reference) for noting.
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1. As part of Queens Birthday 3Day due to WMOC in NZ in April 2017.
2. Includes Australian Sprint and Middle Distance Championships due to Oceania Championships
in Australia in 2019.
3. To be held in Victoria and ACT/southern NSW as part of an extended Australian
Championships carnival.
4. In an earlier draft, normal rotations for 2022 and 2023 were incorrectly reversed (should have
been ACT and WA in 2022 and SA and NSW in 2023). OACT and OSA have agreed to swap,
ONSW has already progressed planning for 2022 and prefers to keep this allocation.
Allocations for 2024 onwards in this draft assume that the “correct” allocations were made
for 2022 and 2023 (i.e. ACT and WA, SA and NSW respectively).
5. See the “International Events” paper for further discussion of the Oceania Championships.
The normal rotation is that ‘inner’ states (NSW, VIC, ACT) host both Australian Championships and the
Australian 3-Day Carnival within a 6-year cycle and ‘outer states’ (QLD, SA, TAS, WA) are scheduled on
an 8-year cycle, although there have been some recent reallocations due to major international events
in the Oceania region. Oceania Championships (every 4 years) are currently allocated on a voluntary
basis; discussion at the 2014 OA Conference indicated that states would prefer not to include Oceania
in the rotational allocation.
Issues:
•
•

There is some uncertainty about the state association’s ability to deliver on the roster. OA
will revisit this roster over time.
There is an issue with the ageing workforce and its ability to deliver on commitments. This is
an issue that warrants discussion at future OA conferences.

Motion:

9.4

The Conference accepts the major events roster.
Tim McIntyre/Carl Dalheim
Carried

Future international events plan

Presented by the President. Refer to paper on the Conference website.
•
•

•

•

9.5

OA will need to have firm plans for a host state(s) and the approximate timing for the 2023
Oceania Championships by the end of 2019.
State associations are encouraged to consider whether they have any interest in hosting a
major international event. Any state which is considering this is encouraged to engage at an
early stage with OA and (in the case of World Cup, JWOC and MTBO WOC) with past local
organisers to get an indication of what would be involved.
Orienteering Australia’s view is that JWOC and MTBO WOC are potentially within the capacity
of a sufficiently committed state association to host, noting the constraint that a successful
New Zealand JWOC application would impose. WOC is a possibility but would require a
commitment of substantial external funding. OA does not believe WMOC is a realistic prospect
at this time, although World Cup may be in 2023 depending on how the restructured
competition evolves.
Should a state association be interested, OA will then discuss the bidding process and what
would be required for OA to put that bid forward to the IOF. Whilst the IOF’s formal hosting
contract is with the relevant National Federation, it is normal for the National Federation to
enter a subcontract with the hosting body (e.g. with Orienteering Tasmania for the World Cup
2015).

Process for updating curricula and accreditations (coaching and controlling)

Refer to paper by the Technical Director on curricula and accreditation.
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In particular, Sport Australia no longer mandates or approves coach and controller curricula. OA
therefore needs to formalise the process for revising, approving and uploading orienteering
coaching//controlling curricula.
Conference participants made the following comments:






9.6

ONSW now needs a comprehensive safety and environmental plan in order to access land.
The best way to ensure this happens is through accreditation of course setters and controllers.
Organisers at all levels need to do things correctly – if not, orienteering could be barred from
entire council areas.
The States are seeking a system from OA where it is easy to accredit people.
Potentially the curricula can come from the national level and the state associations could do
the accreditation.
There is potential for an on-line course for course setters. This could include content on
managing a range of risks and the importance of obtaining land owner/manager permissions.

Championship fixture coordination

Refer to the Conference website for paper.
The President/Technical Director identified the following points for endorsement:


Compulsory avoidance of event date clashes:
o Between any group A event (Australian Championships, Easter, National League) and
any state championship (unless that state championship is connected with the group
A event).
o Between any group A foot event and any MTB NOL event
o Between any state championships and the Australian MTBO Championships.

Motion:

9.7

The conference endorses the compulsory avoidance of clashes criteria outlined
above. Robert Spry/Jenny Casanova
Carried

Level 3 controllers for Group A events 2019-21

2019
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Controllers for Aust MTBO Champs 2019:




Mass Start - Tim Hatley.
Sprint - TBA
Middle - Rob Edmonds

2020

2021




Australian 3-Days: Qld
Australian Championships: Vic
Long - Warwick Williams.

Action: State associations to advise the OA Technical Director of the Level 3 controllers for Group
A events 2019-21, where not already identified.

9.8

Mapping

Refer to discussion paper on Conference website.

9.9

IOF Control Descriptions 2018

Refer to the latest version of control descriptions for Australian usage on Conference and OA website.
(OA website link is https://orienteering.asn.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/OA-ControlDescriptions-for-Orienteering.pdf )

10.

PARTICIPATION

10.1

Sport Australia funded participation projects

Refer to paper on conference website for state association reports on participation projects.
The Executive Officer reported that participation funding for 2018-19 was still available.
The Conference agreed to continue the current selection process for participation funding. This
comprises the Executive Officer calling for proposals from state associations.
Action: Executive Officer to put out a 3rd call for projects.

10.2

Information sharing on new activities

The Conference noted the state associations conduct many high quality participation projects.
Action: State associations to share good ideas for participation projects.

10.3

Statistical reporting requirements (Sport Australia)

Refer to paper on Conference website. This Item relates to Item 3.3.
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OA must report participation data to Sport Australia as part of their KPI reporting to obtain funding
(OA has received over $1million in past funding), and the easiest source of this data is Eventor.
The Executive Officer presented a summary of participation numbers on the state association Annual
Reports. Each state association presented their data using a different format, and one state did not
include any participation data at all in their annual report. This makes the task of the Executive Officer
very difficult.
The Executive Officer advised the participation numbers can now be obtained directly from Eventor
and state associations are asked to work with their clubs to ensure results of all events are entered.
Action: State associations to work with clubs to put results on Eventor, so that OA can extract
participation data for Sport Australia KPI reporting.

11.

HIGH PERFORMANCE & COACHING

11.1

High Performance (HP) report

Refer to Conference website for HP report from Ian Prosser (High Performance Administrator) and Jim
Russell (Head Coach).
Motion:

11.2

The Conference thanks Ian Prosser and Jim Russell for their hard work in the high
performance program in 2018. Jenny Casanova/Carl Dalheim Carried

2019/2020 NOL & HP schedule
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11.3

A highlight of the 2019 NOL calendar is that it will have three relay events. These score double
in the teams point score and are true team races so the 2019 teams’ competition will be quite
special.
NOL events 1-6 will be selection trials for the 2019 JWOC team.
NOL events 1, 2, 5, 6, 8-10 will be used for selection of the 2019 WOC team, with particular
focus on events 9 and 10.
For all squad athletes there will be two weekends set for physical test time trials in February
and March.
The Oceania carnival events will also be used for an elite test match between Australia and
New Zealand.
Australia expects to send a team with some limited financial support to World Cup 4 in China
as this fits best with our domestic calendar. World Cup 1 and 3 are expected to be of interest
mainly to our European based athletes.

Coaching development report

Refer to Conference website for full report. Qualified coach numbers are indicated below.

The Board noted the resignation of Barbara Hill from the position of Manager, Coaching Development.
Motion:

11.4

The Conference thanks Barbara Hill for her hard work in the OA coach
development program.
Kay Haarsma/Carl Dalheim
Carried

Accreditation Process – Update – Part 1 (RevSPORT Background Information)

Refer to paper on the Conference website. The Executive Officer presented:



Sport NSW has adopted revolutioniseSPORT – an all-in-one sport management system.
revolutioniseSPORT is a cloud-based management platform for sporting and community
organisations. Their platform is geared to making lives easier for sports staff and
administrators worldwide:
o Online membership registration & payments
o Member and stakeholder communications
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Online shop and merchandise sales
Online registrations for events
Sponsorship management
Integrated website
Fixture generation
Dynamic results & ladders.

The Conference noted the annual costs to OA were:




$2500 for core modules
$250 for each additional module
$3000 for the full package.

The cost may be cheaper for smaller state associations depending on membership numbers.
Action: State associations with an interest in revolutioniseSPORT to contact the OA Executive
Officer.

11.5

Accreditation Process – Update – Part 2 (revolutionise360)

Refer Conference paper. The Executive Officer presented:




revolutionise 360 is an organisational communications tool that sits atop the revolutionise
sport program
It draws on existing data to allow member segmentation, behaviour targeting, geotargeted
promotions, advanced data collection, member rewards, integrated rewards etc.
It aims to keep members connected.

Action: State associations with an interest in revolutionise360 to contact the Executive Officer.

12.

MTBO

Refer to MTBO report on Conference website. Key recommendations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

IOF Controller’s course be run in Australia. Cost $1600 (66% of $2,400).
Includes funds to subsidize flights to and from Europe for an IOF expert, Sandor Talas, to
conduct an IOF MTBO Controllers Course in Oct 2019 in Australia.
OA Webpage needs to have a streamlined one link to MTBO with further links from there to
all MTBO related information. This is a very negative presentation for MTBO, with links
seemingly hidden.
Funds to run a one-day Development Conference for MTBO, in conjunction with a NOL
event. Cost $1,000.
Australian Sports Foundation - Would be useful to have one person allocated to help
promote this through main events on Eventor and in setting up individual sites.
MTBO to be involved in the National Junior Development camp, by running one MTBO
session, where feasible.
Masters MTBO and Foot O high achievers be recognized with 2 separate ‘Masters Athlete of
the Year’ Awards.
A role of honour of all MTBO and Foot O WOC teams should be officially listed on the OA
website, with podium places noted.

Motion:

The Conference endorses the paper and refers the recommendations to the OA
Board.
Kay Haarsma/Carl Dalheim
Carried
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13.

MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS

13.1

Media and Communications paper

The Director Media and Communications presented the following recommendations. (Refer to paper
on the Conference website for full information on each recommendation):
1. That states (and clubs) review their current web hosting arrangements and contact
web@orienteering.asn.au if they wish to migrate.
2. Standardised URLs be established for all states/clubs/events per item 20.
3. OA will work with the Head Coach and HP Manager to establish a suitable replacement for
AMP using GSuite functionality.
4. OA will establish appropriate forums for other committees and working groups as required.
5. That states work towards utilising a single, centralised Mailchimp account for all their email
marketing.
6. That states and clubs provide OA with any “important” reports to be loaded onto the ISSUU
platform.
7. That content and pricing for a Media Kit be developed by OA and provided to a graphic
designer for creation.
8. States decide how costs associated with adding an ICE field to Eventor will be apportioned.
9. That States agree on a standard policy to apportion further development costs, whether
within Eventor or associated with Eventor (ie reporting).
10. OA encourages states and clubs to input their whole map catalogue into Omaps. OA
encourages states and clubs to input their whole map catalogue into Omaps, even if it is just
the basic information and location.
11. The Eventor Working Group (EWG) negotiate more costs effective licencing arrangements for
Livelox (less than $1 per member per annum and accessible for all event levels) and bring to
states for decision.
12. OA will commit funds to redevelop the OA web site.
13. OA will develop a Social Media strategy.
14. OA will review all position descriptions within the Media & Communications portfolio.
15. OA establish a centralised support site that is accessible to approved users in order to
consolidate common help resources.
Motion:

13.2

The OA Conference endorses the Media and Communications Report.
Carl Dalheim/Tim McIntyre
Carried

Australian Orienteer - status report

The Director Media and Communications identified 60% of sales of the Australian Orienteer were in
hard copy and the magazine was not ready to go completely online.

13.3

Australian Orienteer (future finance structure)

Refer to the paper on the Conference website for further detail on each proposal.
The Conference considered two options:
Option 1 - Maintain existing cost recovery policy from 2019, where the net-cost recovery
model for the magazine to be based solely on the share of the State Registration Fee for each
State Association.
Option 2 - Split the fixed and variable costs apart, with a view to the agreed changes being
implemented in 2020.
The Conference agreed it preferred a costing structure that encouraged people to go digital.
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Motion:

13.4

The Conference agrees to split the fixed and variable costs for the Australian
Orienteer from 2020. Bernard Walker/Richard Matthews
Carried

Website

The Conference noted the Board has set aside funds for the redevelopment of the OA website. The
costings of the redevelopment of the OV website were seen as a benchmark.

13.5

Eventor update

The Director Media and Communications identified:
•
•

The EWG has a small budget and approves minor changes to Eventor.
The EWG calls for major change requests once a year. The EWG then prepares a paper for the
approval of state associations. SOFT require proper supporting documentation for proposals.

The meeting agreed the EVG required a larger budget for improvements to Eventor.
Motion: The Conference agrees to grant the Eventor Working Groups an annual budget of $3K for
the next 3 years for Eventor development. Richard Matthews/Simon Uppill
Carried

13.6

OA media report

Refer Conference website for the media report prepared by Ian Jessup (OA Media Officer).

14.

OTHER BUSINESS

14.1

Orienteering Australia 50th Anniversary

Refer to paper on the Conference website:







The 50th anniversary of regular orienteering in Australia is approaching. This is an opportune
time to mark our history, and to record it, recognising that this may be amongst the last
opportunities to do so whilst most of the key people involved with the early years of the sport
are still living.
The start of regular orienteering in Australia has often been regarded as being the first event
held in Victoria, in August 1969.
However, this is not the first event in Australia to have been described as “orienteering”. It is
known that a number of events using the term were staged in South Australia in the late 1950s
and early 1960s.
There were also events prior to 1969 that could be considered to have had more in common
with rogaining (such as the 24 Hour Walk staged by the Melbourne University Mountaineering
Club, and the Paddy Pallin Orienteering Contest in NSW).
Key dates to consider:
o The August 1969 date is one possible date to consider.
o An alternative date to use may be the 50th anniversary of the founding of the
Orienteering Federation of Australia, as it then was – a similar approach to that used
in Canada. This took place on 21 April 1970, which would result in the 50th anniversary
falling in 2020. (Victoria was the only member of the OFA when it was founded, the
OFA being created at that point mainly to create a national body which could affiliate
to the IOF).

The conference noted that the 50th anniversary of orienteering in Australia was also the 25th
anniversary of MTBO in Australia.
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The conference decided to use the OFA date as the baseline for the 50-year anniversary of orienteering
in Australia. The 50-year anniversary would therefore fall on 21 April 2020.
Action: State associations to provide OA with ideas for the 50th anniversary of orienteering in
Australia, which falls on 21 April 2020.

14.2

Other business

There was no other business.

MEETING CLOSED 3:00 pm on Sunday 2 December 2018
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